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Medical billing produces revenue that is the lifeblood of your practice.
It often determines the success of your practice and your prosperity.
Hence, it requires your attention and care. No matter how your billing
is going, there are definite steps that you can take to increase your
revenue in a fairly short period of time. Ask yourself the following
questions to ensure that your revenue cycle is healthy. Work with a
billing company that is invested in your success and take steps to
increase your practice revenue. 
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Will your patient’s insurance 
accept your claim?

Every patient seen in your practice who has insurance needs an eligibility
check on the day you see them to make sure that their insurance is still
active on that day to cover the services that will be provided that day. This
can be deferred if the condition is an emergency.

ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION AND PRE-AUTHORIZATION

Is the patient’s insurance active on the day of service?

Action: Ensure every patient seen at your practice has an eligibility
verification done prior to services rendered unless the clinical condition
dictates otherwise. 

Some services such as procedures need prior authorization. Without prior
authorization, the health plans will not pay for the service. There is a
possibility of getting prior authorization retroactively. However, reserve
retroactive authorization for rare cases and emergencies as getting those
authorizations is far from a sure thing.

Do you have prior authorization for the services/procedures you are 
about to render? 

Action: Ensure every patient who will receive a procedure that requires prior
authorization has one on file before rendering the service unless clinical
condition dictates skipping this. 
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Are you collecting all patient balances, co- 
pays, and deductibles at the point of service 
and at the time of service?

Most patients are willing to pay their share of the cost for a service or
procedure when they need the service or procedure.

Action: Collect all patient responsibility amounts including deductibles, co-
pays, coinsurance, and outstanding balances at the point of service. If
patients need terms to pay, refer them to your billing company so that they
can set up a payment plan.

If they need terms to pay that, negotiate and offer those terms in real-time
or put them in touch with your billing company to do that before rendering
the service.

It is several orders of magnitude harder to collect patient responsibility
balances when the opportunity to do that at the point of care is missed. 

Patients may not remember what services they received or why they must
pay. It takes a lot more effort to connect, communicate, educate, explain,
and collect patient balances after the fact. 
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Have you made it easy for 
patients to pay?

As crazy as that sounds, in healthcare, we frequently make it difficult for
patients to pay even when they want to pay. Think about it. Have you made
it as easy to pay as it is in the rest of their lives – when they go to Target, a
gas station, or the cleaners?

Action: Collect all patient responsibility payments at the point of service. Set
up credit card processing capability if you do not already have it. Set up your
office to receive payments through as many newer electronic payment
methods as possible such as PayPal, Zelle, Venmo, Google Pay, and Apple
Pay. Send electronic patient statements and provide electronic methods of
payment on the statements including the use of bank accounts (ACH
transfers), credit cards, and other electronic payment methods. 

Accept credit cards. However, if you are not already accepting the newer
payment methodologies, start at once. Your patients are using Paypal, Zelle,
Venmo, Google Pay, and Apple Pay for their other expenses. Make it just as
easy for them to pay for their medical expenses. Accept as many or all these
payment methods and see your patient payments increase. 

Use QR codes at your front desk for patients to scan into Venmo or Zelle.

Start your ability to connect to your patients electronically by collecting
email addresses and mobile phone numbers for all your patients at
registration and verifying them at each visit. This will give you the ability to
send statements and receive payments electronically. 

Send electronic patient statements through email or text messages (with a
link). Provide electronic payment methods on the patient statements.
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Help your billing company send clean 
claims in a timely fashion and get quick 
payments.

Your billing company cannot send out claims when there is no
documentation of the visit or procedure. A note is complete when you
document all services rendered, the medical necessity for the services, and
sign the note. Delays in completion or signing of notes are a major problem
and result in significant payment delays or non-payment. Every day counts!
It is best practice to complete the note at the time of the patient visit or on
the same day.

NOTE COMPLETION

Action: Complete all documentation and sign progress notes on the same
day of the visit. Ensure that the CPT codes entered by you match your
documentation.

If you enter CPT codes for office visits and other services, make sure that you
enter them promptly, that it is congruent with your notes, and that it
accurately reflects the type and level of services rendered. 

CODING 

Ensure that 100% of the codes and notes go to the billing company every
day.
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Monitor your payments by 
payer and service.

Action: Know the amounts you are getting paid from payers for your
services. Remove low-paying or non-paying services to make room for
higher-paying services and payers.

Monitor whether payers are paying you the contracted amounts.

Look at volumes, is it worth continuing to contract with payers who have low
volume and low reimbursement for your services?

Stop contracting with any payers who are not paying contracted amounts
despite efforts to correct.

Look for payers who are paying you better for the same service. 

Stop performing services that do not result in sufficient payments. You are
hemorrhaging time, office overhead, and resources that can be repurposed
to provide services that result in payments. 

Start by looking at procedures as you may invest a lot of time and resources
on them. Then look at CPT codes for evaluation and management (E&M)
services. 

If your schedule is relatively full, remove the services and payers at the
bottom 5% of the services you render. Do that each quarter and your
revenue will increase as your schedule fills with services that have better
reimbursement. 
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Watch your numbers. There are key metrics 
that are like the financial vital signs for your 
practice. Follow them monthly. Know what 
they mean.

Percentage of patients seen in your practice for whom you send charges to
the billing company with complete documentation and any needed codes.

CHARGE COMPLETION RATE

What percent of your claims result in payment by payers in the first try, the
first time your billers submit the claim? The higher the rate, the faster you
will get paid. Work with your billing company to submit clean claims to
increase this rate.

DENIALS

Which payers?
Which CPT codes?

The remaining percent are denied claims. Dig deeper into this.

Find the top three reasons for the denials. Work with your billing company
to fix the reasons for these upfront denials. These denial reasons frequently
go back to what your practice does at the time of a patient visit. See #1
above. incorrect demographic information for patients captured by your
practice, failing to check eligibility, improper coding, improper
ascertainment of who the primary insurer is, and who is responsible for
paying you. Sometimes there are complexities. While a patient may have
insurance through a health plan, the party responsible for payment may be
a third-party administrator (TPA), a medical group, or an independent
practice association (IPA). Your office staff must know how to determine who
is responsible for the payment and pass that on to the billing company. If
you or your staff don’t know how to do this, work with your billing company
to learn.
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Accounts-receivable in medical billing is the amount that payers owe you
that is still unpaid despite initial attempts at billing. The health plan or
insurance company may have rejected the claim for many reasons. Some of
the common reasons are that the patient is not eligible, incorrect codes, lack
of prior authorization for a service that requires it, not medically necessary, or
no medical records provided (after they have been requested), and
exceeded timely filing limits. Once you learn what types of information a
health plan wants, it is good to incorporate that into your charge submission
process, provide it or keep it handy for submitting when requested. You can
prevent some of the accounts receivable by simply collecting copays and
deductible amounts owed by patients at the time of service. It is a lot easier
to collect at the time of service than to do it after the fact when it is will take
a lot more effort and cost to collect the amounts owed. 

ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE (AR)

Calculate the “Days in AR”: Divide the total accounts-receivable amount
by the average daily charges. This gives you the number of days of your
work that is in accounts-receivable and not yet collected. The smaller the
number the better. The smaller the number is, the greater the evidence
of the efficiency of your billing processes.
Accounts-receivable by days since billing: Another measurement of AR is
the number of dollars that is still outstanding after a certain number of
days that have elapsed since billing. Common categories of days since
billing is 0-30, 31-60, 61-90, >90, >120. Monitor these AR “buckets” to be
able to quickly notice if the amounts in the older buckets are increasing.
If it is increasing, it is a sign that those claims need additional attention or
follow-up. 

Measure accounts-receivable (AR). There are two common ways to measure
it.

When it is determined that a claim is not collectible (after much scrutiny
to ensure that is indeed the case), move quickly to write off that amount
so that it is not cluttering up your AR numbers. By writing off amounts
that are truly not collectible, you keep the focus on the amounts that are
still collectible. When you look at a clean AR report, you will have
confidence that a high percentage of the numbers that you are looking
at will be received as future payments. The more uncollectible claims
that are in the AR category, the less likely it is to give you a picture of the
amounts that are coming to you. An accurate AR picture helps you
anticipate future revenue more accurately. Practices frequently make the
mistake of not writing off uncollectible claims because they are insecure
in doing so. The result is chaos in working through the AR as the
collectible and uncollectible claims are mixed up. It becomes hard to
prioritize and focus efforts on the collectible claims.

Keep accounts-receivable clean
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Keep accounts-receivables for patient accounts clean as well. Bill patients
for balances due regularly. Send patient statements regularly (at least
weekly). For individual patients who have outstanding balances, ensure
that they receive an updated statement at least once a month.
Make it easy for patients to pay by sending patient statements in a timely
fashion and in multiple modes – electronic as well as paper as needed. 
Accept multiple payment methods including ACH transfers, credit cards,
Zelle, Venmo, PayPal, etc. This will make it easier for patients to pay.
For patients who have difficulty paying, negotiate a payment plan quickly
to keep them engaged and make it possible and realistic for them to pay
all amounts due, even if it is over time.
For bad debt, consider sending it to collections (open an account with a
collection agency) or write-off. The determination of sending to a
collection agency or write-off needs to happen at least once per month.
This decision is specific to practice and is based on its philosophy,
approach to patient care, values, goals, and preferences. Whatever the
decision, it needs to be executed quickly so that the patient's AR balance
reflects, accurately, the amounts that are still collectible.

Patient accounts-receivable

Action: Know the financial vital signs related to charge completion, denials,
and accounts receivable. Watch how they are trending to understand how
your practice is doing and where it is headed financially.
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Conclusion:
Putting It Altogether 

Take some or all of these steps and implement them in your 
practice. Monitor your performance and enhance your processes 

until you see an increase in your revenue. Here is a quick recap of the 
actions you can take.

Ensure all patients you see have an eligibility check on the date of service.
Request and have an approved prior authorization prior to performing
services that require it.

Eligibility and prior authorization 

Collect co-pays, co-insurance, and deductibles at time of visit. 
Patient payments

Provide multiple electronic methods for patients to pay.
Negotiate payment plans with patients who have difficulty making
payments.

Payment methods

Complete and sign your documentation of visits and procedures the
same day. Remember, you cannot bill or collect until you complete
documentation.
Ensure your CPT codes match the service provided and the
documentation made. Ensure that your documentation supports
medical necessity.

Timely coding and documentation

Continually retire payers that are at the bottom 5% of reimbursement
and volume.
If there are payers who are not paying or paying below contract rates,
work with them to get it corrected.
Continually retire bottom 5% of services that have low margins.

Select higher-paying payers and services

Monitor your financial vital signs including charge completion, denial
rate, total accounts-receivable, and patient accounts-receivable buckets,
days in AR, and ensure that they are trending favorably. 

Monitor your performance metrics
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